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In today’s fast-paced world of instant news and twitter
articles, we focus on delving into the story and reporting
on more than just the “how”, but understanding the “why”
behind each narrative. In international affairs, grasping
others’ history helps us to come together in a peaceful and
collaborative manner.
For the past three months, The Envoy’s editorial board has
worked with some of our most qualified and dedicated
writers to deliver you words that stretch beyond borders.
It has been a pleasure to work alongside the staff this
summer, and we hope that you enjoy reading our paper as
much as we enjoyed writing it.
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On behalf of our Editorial Board, I would like to thank
you for reading the 2019 summer edition of The Diplomatic Envoy.
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Persian Posturing: Relating
Religious History to Current
Disputes in the Middle East
Alyssa Veltre
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Staff Writer

To justify conflicts in the Middle East on solely political lines is to ignore centuries of
Islamic civilization history. Islam’s two major sects, Shia and Sunni, have been at political
odds since the beginning of the 1970s, and ideological odds since the Abu Bakr vs Ali
leadership dispute in 632CE. Muslims have been at war with each other and other faiths
in the Middle East much longer than they have been with the United States.
According to Dale Eickelman of the Washington Institute, ethnicity is defined as the
way individuals group themselves based on language, race, place of birth, and shared
history. He stated, “Many Muslims believe that Islam is the ‘firmest tie,’ and therefore
ethnic and religious sub-entities cannot exist within an individual.”
According to a 2014 Pew Research Center study, the median level of religious hostilities in the Middle East and North Africa were four times that of the global median. It
also reported that Israel, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Lebanon, and the Palestinian territories had
“very high” levels of religious hostilities. These include killings, kidnappings, harassment,
intimidation and displacement. The study stated that the region had the largest share of
religion-related terrorism, supplying evidence of religious ethnic cleansing in Iraq, and
claims that Christian converts were forced to worship in secret in fear of stigmas.
According to the Pulitzer Center, there are three significant ideological differences between the two sects. First, Sunni Muslims hold the companions of Prophet Muhammad
in high esteem and chose Abu Bakr to be his successor. Shia Muslims believe that the
Prophet’s rightful successor could only be from Muhammad’s bloodline, meaning Ali ibn
Abi Talib, Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law, was the rightful heir.
The second dispute is over the figure of Aisha, Abu Bakr’s daughter and one of the
Prophet’s wives. Despite the fact that the Qur’an professes her lack of extra-marital
affairs, some Shia believe she committed adultery while married to the Prophet. Nonetheless, Sunnis believe anyone who doubts the Qur’an is a heretic.
Lastly, Sunnis believe that support for a ruler, even if said ruler is unjust, is a religious
obligation. The Shia, however, believe in the Doctrine of the Imamate, which directs
their loyalty to direct heirs of the Prophet beginning with his son-in-law. However, according to Shia texts, Ali and his 10 successors were by rival Sunni Caliphs.
A Salafi is a member of a strictly orthodox Sunni Muslim sect advocating a return
to the early Islam of the Koran and Sunna. Bassam al-Zarka, a sophisticated and highly educated Salafist leader in Egypt, told the Pulitzer Center that secularism is not the
solution. “Trying to plant the seed of secularism in Muslim societies is like trying to
plant a tree near the equator,” he said. He holds firm that various interpretations of
Islam should be accepted, including the practices of Shia Muslims. Some Sunni Salafists
believe Shia Muslims are kufar, or unbelievers. “Whoever doubts God is kufar. But I disagree with those Salafists who say the majority of Shia are kufar,” he added. “They are
dhalal, which means ignorance and deviating from righteousness.”
Al-Zarka’s views are not widely shared among groups like ISIS or Hezbollah. To
them, discerning between true Muslims and the kufar is a question central to their extremist missions, particularly since the Arab Spring uprisings in 2011. The collapse of
artificially created colonist nation-states shifted the emphasis from national to religious
identity.
Even at the individual level, Twitter feeds and television shows in Arabic media are
hostile, aggressive, and blatantly religious in nature. “Some Sunni Salafists with 12 milPhoto Courtesy of WikimediaCommons.

lion to 14 million Twitter followers tweet existed on the ground, and more infighting
against the Shia night and day,” al-Zarka said. ensued.
Violence stems from this dialogue as both
Elsewhere, this imperialist-inspired fightsides believe the other is trying to extinguish ing continued. In 1979, protests erupted
their sect. For example, Egypt is comprised against the American-backed Shah of Iran,
of less than one percent Shia. Nonetheless, and the United States Embassy was overrun
many Egyptians still believe domestic Shia by later that year.
pose a threat.
Today, many are surprised by perceived
This dispute poses fundamental questions. Iranian threats to American interests in the
Who is a good Muslim? Who decides the Middle East over four decades later. Accordtraits of a good Muslim?
ing to the New York Times, in early May
Elsewhere, Israel stands as one of the hot- 2019, following supposed intelligence on the
test “conflict states” in the region. A conflict threat of an imminent Iranian attack in the
state is comprised of two different groups Middle East, the United States readied forces
within one state attempting to gain mutual for broader conflict in the region.
recognition, secure borders, national rights,
Along with shoring up regional military
and overall control. While
command and evacuatsuch disputes always have
ing diplomatic personnel
multiple causes, religion is
from the American Emalso a factor.
bassy in Baghdad, have
According to BBC, Eubeen moved into the reropean empires dividing
gion. No specific details
the Middle East as spoils of
regarding the threats were
World War I thought that
given by the Trump Adstraight lines equated to
ministration, but Europeless complicated borders. In
an allies remain skeptical
1916, despite their knowlgiven America’s history
Photo Courtesy of CIA World Factbook. of faulty intelligence, speedge of the intricate ethnic
landscape of the Levant, Mark
cifically that which led to
Sykes and Francois Georges-Picot of the the 2003 invasion of Iraq.
British and French governments agreed to
The New York Times added that Iran also
divide the Levant region in half for their na- plans to end compliance with its obligations
tions to colonize. This division had no regard to the 2015 nuclear deal with the United
for pre-existing tensions and expected dis- States, China, France, Germany, Russia, and
parate local demographics to reside together the United Kingdom. The deal’s intention was
peacefully.
to mitigate Tehran’s nuclear goals with relief
Following World War I, the common strug- from economic sanctions.
gle against European imperialism encouraged
In 2018, Trump pulled the United States
cultural cohesion among Muslim sub-entities, from the nuclear deal, leveled Iran’s oil exaccording to Moshe Ma’oz at the Washington ports, and labeled the paramilitary Iranian
Institute. When Western forces left, they took Revolutionary Guard Corps a terrorist group.
with them the common enemy, and native cit- This chain of events has led to a rise in biizens were forced to turn their fight against lateral tensions since the president has taken
each other. These lines became key factors in office. “Something as simple as the very inthe rise of militarist regimes.
sulting language [that the Trump AdministraBBC also reports that the intention to di- tion uses], which is political and by choice, is
vide the Levant caused a sectarian disturbance. not the language that works with the Islamic
Lebanon had been envisioned as a haven for Republic of Iran,” said Sanam Vakil, a senior
Maronite Christians and Druze, while Pales- research fellow in the Middle East and North
tine was to be given to the Jews. The Bekaa Africa program at Chatham House, a research
Valley between the two countries would be group in London.
left to the Shia Muslims, and Syria would be
Iran claimed to have stolen and reverse-endesignated for the Sunni Muslims. These bor- gineered a sophisticated American surveilders did not follow the ethnic distinctions that lance drone in 2011 despite the United States’

“Today, the
region is left
with an endless cycle of
conflict and
cleanup.”
“Interacting
with Iran in
the same manner as fifty
years ago is
misguided.”
“There is a
very clear divide with the
trans-Atlantic
allies as to how
to handle this
crisis.”
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demands for it to be returned. In
2016, the Iranian Navy captured 10
American sailors and forced them
to kneel in surrender. However,
have also played the role of aggressors, shooting down an Iranian
commercial airliner in 1988 after it
was mistaken for an attacking fighter jet. The incident killed 290 people, including 66 children.
According to CNBC, Trump
aims to cool tensions in the Middle
East, but Iran is not interested in

Navy Carrier outside of the Middle East region. Photo Courtesy of Official Navy Page.

“Military ma-

neuvering and
Iran are related topics. The
strait of Hormuz is a narrow waterway
that connects
40 percent of
oil tanker traffic through the
Persian Gulf.”

negotiations. As a result, oil prices
and military tensions will steadily
escalate. “There’s just very limited
trust between both sides,” Vakil
added.
Iran, with a population of more
than 80 million, is the second most
populous country in the region,
second only to Egypt. Additionally,
it is the second largest economy in
the Middle East and North Africa,
according to the World Bank.
Americans should be skeptical
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to compare the recent military posturing to
the mistaken invasion of Iraq in 2003 because
in the prior conflict, a Shia Muslim majority
was governed by the Sunni Muslim minority.
Today in Iran, the majority Shia population
is represented by its own sect. Additionally, Iran is protected by a network of regional proxy groups, meaning American conflict
with armed forces could result in a guerrilla
war.
“There is a very clear divide with the
trans-Atlantic allies as to how to handle this
crisis,” said. “Europe is prevailing upon the
United States to be calm and measured in
their response.
You can see very clearly their frustrations
that this is a manufactured crisis.” Middle
Eastern allies have also been restrained on the
issue. The United Arab Emirates, Saudia Arabia and Israel, which have all been supportive of Trump’s Iran policies, have been silent.
“By no means does the region want to absorb
the pain of a conflict with Iran,” Vakil added.
Military maneuvering and Iran are related
topics. The Strait of Hormuz is a narrow waterway that connects 40 percent of oil tanker
traffic through the Persian Gulf. Since 1980,
Iran has threatened to mine the waterway, but
the American Navy’s Fifth Fleet patrols the
region from its base in Bahrain and vows to
stop threats to maritime traffic.
Today, the region is left with an endless
cycle of conflict and cleanup. Returning to
issues in the Levant, President Trump commented, “IS has committed horrifying atrocities against religious and ethnic minorities in
Syria and Iraq, including Christians, Yazidis,
Shia and other groups.” According to the

Economist, in December 2018, the President
signed legislation aiming to help groups in Iraq
and Syria that were targeted.
The world is past the high point in the lobbying effort made by a coalition of the mobile
diaspora of Middle Eastern Christians. Feeling
their brethren were under attack, Conservative
American Christians have lobbied for American policies to be more protective of Middle
Eastern religious freedom, yielding policies
like the Iraq and Syria Genocide Emergency
Relief and Accountability Act. Introduced by
Republican Congressman Chris Smith, Americans have worked to broaden legislation that
binds American governments to monitor and
protect liberties within the countries it created
or helped create.
When considering tensions beyond the Persian Gulf, American policymakers should take
care not to wear blinders to everything but
current posturing. Diplomatic relations should
be country specific, and to expect the same
type of loyalty from Middle Eastern states as
European ones is ignorant.
In the same way, interacting with Iran in the
same manner as fifty years ago is misguided. It
is important to remember the history of the
entire region as these countries are manufactured and the people within are scattered and
infused with thousands of different sub-entities. Religious tensions are present in all things
in the Middle East, and therefore should not
be excluded from policy and foreign understanding.
Contact Alyssa at alyssa.veltre@student.shu.edu

Sustaining Perfectionism: An
SDGs Update at SHU’s 2019 UN
Intensive Seminar
Andrew Wilson

Managing Editor

Seton Hall students outside of the United Nations Headquarters. Photo Courtesy of Andrew Wilson.
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Outside the United Nations. Courtesy of Andrew Wilson.

783 Million People
will need to be given at least one
more dollar to eliminate “no poverty”... every day

Presenting each nation outside the United Nations. Courtesy of
Andrew Wilson.

“The language can
appear too idealist
to the point where
some people don’t
take it seriously...”

- Helery Yakub

Seton Hall Diplomacy students during lunch break.
Courtesy of Andrew Wilson.
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The first two of the United Nations’
2030 Sustainable Development Goals present daunting, likely insurmountable tasks:
achieve “no poverty” and “zero hunger.”
To up the ante, the UN gave itself a 15-year
deadline to achieve these goals.
Although there are tangible steps underpinning such lofty outcomes, the decision to
present the SDGs in such an idealistic manner begs the questions: Why not have realistic goals? Why not set the standards lower and build yourself up to achieve them?
More critically, does the idealism presented
in the language of the first two SDGs make
them unsustainable?
According to the United Nations Sustainable Development Webpage, the SDGs
are a “call for action by all countries – poor,
rich and middle-income – to promote
prosperity while protecting the planet.”
Understanding the incredible scale of this
undertaking, the 17 goals’ 169 targets acknowledge that defeating poverty must be
paired with technical strategies to construct
economic growth and address social needs
like education, health, social protection, and
job opportunities, while also dealing with
environmental protection… all in 15 years?
In other words, “zero hunger” means
more than giving half your sandwich to the
homeless man on the street corner. It means
creating a budget for your local community’s food bank as much as it means lobbying
the United States Congress to appropriate
taxpayer money for the World Food Programme through advocacy organizations
like the United Nations Foundation. But
enough talk… is it even possible to attain
“zero hunger?”
Helary Yakub, a PhD candidate at Washington State University, commented on the
optimistic language of the SDGs: “The language can appear too idealist to the point
where some people don’t take it seriously,”
she said. “People could see it as too all-encompassing… however it can still be positive because of how inclusive [the language]
is. Everyone feels like they can contribute
something.”
When the SDGs’ resolution passed
in 2015, many skeptics had similar ideas.
Foreign Policy criticized the 35-page SDG
Manifesto for having too many items and
too little substance for each one. For instance, target #8 of goal 12 aims to “ensure
that people everywhere have the relevant in-

formation and awareness for sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony with nature.”
Beyond such unquantifiable targets, there
are more unattainable ones beyond the first
two: “end all… preventable deaths [related to
newborn, child, and maternal mortality] before
2030,” and “achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all women and
men.” In the United States alone, the current
Labor Force Participation Rate has floundered
around 63 percent through the first five months
of 2019. Maybe the SDGs should have been put
forth as “ideals” rather than “targets” for 2030.
Commenting on the optimism of the SDGs,
a source from the United Nations Foundation
(UNF) referenced the success of Millennium
Development Goal (MDG) 7.C: to halve the
proportion of the population without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic
sanitation. Interestingly, this goal was achieved
five years ahead of its 2015 deadline, with some
2.6 billion people gaining access to improved
drinking water since 1990. The UNF representative used this success to explain how some
SDGs that appear unattainable may actually be
within reach.
Unfortunately, the consequences for SDG
failure in 2030 are more serious than the MDGs
were in 2015. The Brookings Institute found
that around 44 million lives are at risk if countries fail to make serious advancement on issues
like hunger and global health over the remaining 11 years. Nonetheless, spurred by the success of MDG #7, global trends are tracking to
complete more than half the distance towards
the SDG targets for four indicators in addition
to “extreme” poverty: access to electricity, child
mortality, hepatitis B, and malaria.

As the most pressing of all the goals, the
SDG’s 2015 General Assembly Resolution
establishes extreme poverty as someone living on less than $1.25 a day. On the global level, approximately 10 percent of the
Earth’s population lives below the international poverty line of $1.90 a day.
While extreme poverty has diminished
substantially since 1990, pockets still persist throughout the globe, with regions like
sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia possessing the most. Nonetheless, the numbers
imply that surmounting the peak of “no
poverty” would require nearly one more
dollar be given to 783 million of the world’s
poorest people… every day. Even still,
barely crossing the $1.25 threshold would
not make a great headline on the UN News
webpage.
The United Nations’ gleaming system of
multilateral diplomacy presents a key pathway for global sustainable development,
however, it must be acknowledged that
each country, more specifically each community, or even each individual, has primary responsibility for their own economic
and social development. Throughout the
School of Diplomacy’s Intensive Seminar,
representatives from the UNF, UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, UN
Office of Legal Affairs, and the UN Office
of Partnerships all stressed the importance
of engaging the SDGs at the sub-national
level.
Why are we putting our needs in the
hands of the world’s largest intergovernmental organization, when the local com-

ducts above the public gallery still exposed.
After the room’s refurbishment was
completed in April 2013, then Secretary
General Ban Ki-Moon commented on the
intentional design. “This is a reminder that
the work of ECOSOC will never be finished and development may never be finished.”
While the ideals of “no poverty” and
“zero hunger” may never be complete,
the United Nations’ expanded multilateral
journey towards them represents a success
that the Millennium Development Goals
cannot claim. When considering the Sustainable Development Goals, it is necessary
to overcome the language of perfectionism
presented at face value. In reality, the work
of the 2030 SDGs will never be complete,
but the process by which the Economic and
Social Council and UN as a whole improve
munity level is where measureable steps and global sustainability represents a success in
tangible gains behind a goal like “no poverty” itself.
come into play?
Tracking the SDGs at the national level, Contact Andrew at andrew.wilson@student.shu.
there is some evidence of success. Forbes
edu
reported that in 2016, Costa Rica successfully powered its entire electrical grid using
renewable energy for 113 straight days, while
India began a campaign to construct the
world’s first smart sanitation city. However,
many global leaders have staggered out of
the gates. At the federal level, the U.S. is yet
to submit its voluntary national review, which
tracks a country’s progress on the SDGs. Recently, New York City resorted to report its
own progress through Mayor Bill de Blasio’s
Office for International Affairs.
Rustam Baratov, a UN Seminar participant
with professional experience in artificial intelligence and technology startups, commented
on the language of the SDGs, stating, “having
a good balance is necessary for the idealism
of the SDGs.” Jiaxuan Liu, an undergraduate student at Shanghai International Studies
University, expanded on Baratov’s perspective, saying, “sometimes the optimistic words
are more like slogans which can stimulate
people to do something for the SDGs.”
Ultimately, just because the SDGs are optimistic does not mean they are not worth
pursuing. Interestingly, the architecture of the
UN’s Economic and Social Council chamber
may contain a message for skeptics of the
2030 Sustainable Development Goals. The
chamber contains a deliberate flaw: part of
the ceiling was left unfinished, with pipes and

“The SDGs are a
call for action
by all countries
- poor, rich, and
middle-income
- to promote
prosperity while
protecting the
planet.”
- United Nations
Sustainable Devlopment
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Matteo Salvini: The Politics of
“The Captain”
Jackson Lied

Staff Writer

Matteo Salvini, Italy’s Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
the Interior, is such an influential world character that he can often be difficult to comprehend. As an American, it is easy to be
consumed in the flood of news revolving around domestic politics
and the Trump administration. One can be quick to dismiss similar
news coming from Europe as less significant.
Pertaining to populism and anti-immigration rhetoric, President
Trump and the United States may appear to hold a media monopoly. However, the owner of that title should go to Matteo Salvini.
The successful wave of populism, nationalism, and anti-immigration sentiments that Salvini’s cohort sparked throughout Italy, and
all of Europe consequentially, rivals even that of President Trump.
TIME reports that Salvini will do anything to establish a “proper defense” of the Italian people. His name continues to appear in
global media as the bulwark against illegal immigration. This news
has followed him through the eventful time since his rise to power.
He has turned away migrant ship after migrant ship, sometimes
resulting in deadly consequences for
people searching for a haven from
war or catastrophe.
Moreover, his conservative ideas
do not stop at immigration policy,
but have also penetrated the economic and social spheres of Italy
and Europe. In the future of Italian
and Eurozone politics, Salvini’s influence will not fade without a fight.
On June 29, The New York
Times reported that the Italian government refused to accept a ship
of Libyan refugees. Mr. Salvini has
insisted that his country’s ports are
closed to such vessels. The Dutch
rescue ship, the Sea Watch 3, finally
reached the dock and released its tired passengers onto safer land,
but not without incident.
Carola Rackete, the captain of Sea Watch 3, was arrested for resisting a war ship as she brought the boat into port. After an Italian
patrol ship was sent to stop the Sea Watch 3 from docking, Captain
Rackete rammed into the patrol boat in a final effort to bring the
migrants ashore.
According to the New York Times, Salvini addressed the action
as an “act of war.” Speaking with media after the event, he stated
that Rackette acted recklessly and put innocent border agents’ lives
at risk when they were just doing their jobs.
One of Salvini’s other complaints was that the government of
the Netherlands did not step in, as the Sea Watch 3 was Dutch in
origin. However, critics were quick to point out that Sea Watch is a
recognized non-governmental organization.

“Sta
arivando
il capitano!” “The
captain is
coming!”
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Matteo Salvini and
Mike Pompeo at a
meeting.
Coutesy of the U.S.
Department of State.

Salvini has also called for European countries like Finland,
France, Germany, and Portugal to take in additional ships. Salvini
said that his immigration policies have “served to wake up Europe
and to wake up these countries.”
In addition to Salvini’s stance on immigration, he has a complicated relationship with the Catholic Church and Pope Francis in
particular. Commenting after Salivini’s nationalistic election victory, Pope Francis said that some politicians had made people “intolerant, closed and perhaps even, without realizing it, racist.” His
statement serves as a testament to Salvini’s impact on a positive
“European ethic.”
Recently, Salvini has aligned himself with Cardinal Raymond
Leo Burke, a conservative American bishop at odds with Pope
Francis. According to an additional report, Mr. Salvini has also
thrown in his support for the current Pope’s predecessors, often
implying that he still sees Benedict XVI as his Pope.
Salvini has sowed conflict between the church and Italy. He uses
Catholic imagery to promote his political success while simultaneously exacerbating the issue of migrants dying in the Mediterranean, an issue that Pope Francis is keen on fixing.
Another item relative to Salvini’s policies is “mini-BOTs.” According to the Financial Times, mini-BOTs are a bond currency
that would run parallel to the euro in Italy. This currency was recently approved by the Italian parliament. Salvini supports miniBOTs, but experts are not sure what his motives are because it is
unclear what effect they will have on Italy’s relationship with the
Eurozone.
Italy’s rising debt is a problem for Europe, and some countries
are beginning to take precautionary steps to handle it. Mini-BOTs
could theoretically prevent the debt issue, but they would also
compete with the euro and thereby weaken the Italy-Eurozone relationship. A nationalist like Salvini could separate Italy from the
Eurozone.
Constantly promoting a xenophobic image, Matteo Salvini has
wielded power to attract Italians to his anti-immigration point of
view on other occasions.
The Guardian reported in August of 2018 on another situation

The Pope greets
children in his visit
to the Philippines.
Photo Courtesy of
Wikimedia.

between Salvini and a refugee ship. This oppose him or investigate political
time, Salvini nearly ended up in jail in- connections to the mafia. I am the
stead of the ship’s captain.
means by which he can communicate
The Ubaldo Diciotti docked with his intentions towards everyone else.”
177 migrants on board, and by Salvini’s
Saviano and Salvini have gone back
demand, no one was allowed ashore. and forth with one another about the
Eventually, some children and the sick latter’s hardline immigration policy.
were let off, but 134 persons remained. Saviano also accused La Lega, SalviThis led Italian prosecutors to open an ni’s right wing political party, of havinvestigation of Salviconnections to
“He uses Catholic ing
ni for “possible illegal
the Mafia.
detention and kidnap- imagery to promote
Critics of Salvini
ping.”
described his
his political success have
It is also possible
suppression of Sathat Italy was in viola- while simultaneous- viano as suspicious
tion of the European ly exacerbating the at best. The willConvention on Human
ingness to oppress
issue of migrants political opposition
Rights, which does not
allow asylum seekers to dying in the Medi- represents a desire
be held for longer than
for more authoritarterranean.”
forty-eight hours. Salian role, something
vini was never indicted;
the Italian people
he released all the migrants as soon as are naturally uncomfortable with givthe investigation was announced, and en their history with fascism.
no consequences were ever seen.
When Salvini rose to his current
Elsewhere, Salvini handles journalis- position in the Italian government, Al
tic criticism questionably. The Guardian Jazeera published an article on his popublished an additional report on Ro- litical agendas and history, topics that
berto Saviano, a writer being charged receive little media attention.
with libel against the Deputy Prime
Salvini’s political career began
Minister.
when he joined the Northern League
Saviano, an avid anti-mafia journal- party in 1990. Three years later, he
ist, was quoted regarding his charges: “I held his first and only political seat
face trial for my opinions. It’s a form as a councillor in Milan. From there,
of extortion by Salvini, making a legal he became head of the Northern
target of his critics. Salvini delivers a League’s radio station, where he
clear message to anyone who wants to learned how to manipulate Italian

public opinion for better or worse.
Most interesting about Salvini’s political history
was his peculiar ideology switch in 2013. Originally touting himself as a leftist, he even attempted to
form a communist wing of the Northern League. At
some point, and seemingly without reason, he morphed into the right-wing conservative he is known
as today.
Then, after assuming control of the Northern
League in 2013, Salvini changed the party’s name
to simply the League, or “La Lega.” That is, he
abandoned the secessionist ideas that the Northern
League had adamantly stood for. As its name implied, the Northern League pushed for Northern Italy to separate from the rest of the country. Many of
Salvini’s colleagues and constituents were left frustrated as his opinions and beliefs twisted and turned
from the party’s status quo.
Many Italian political pundits frame Salvini as an
opportunist. His expedient mindset causes them to
wonder if he serves as a cause, or effect, of Europe’s
rising populism.
No matter his motives or the benevolence of his
beliefs, Salvini’s influence is especially large for the
short time period he has held office. His views will
inspire others to take similar actions in neighboring
states, and his domestic influence will continue to
grow, especially considering La Lega’s stature in the
most recent election.
Anti-immigration policies at the cost of migrants’
lives, manipulation of the news and church, and a
powerful charismatic tone are traits that the world
can expect from Matteo Salvini. As has been shouted
by crowds of his supporters,“Sta arrivando il capitano!” The captain is coming.
Contact Jackson at jackson.lied@student.shu.edu

Salvini signs Mike Pompeo’s guestbook.
Courtesy of U.S. Department of State by Michael Gross.
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Greta Thunberg: Change is Coming Whether We like it or Not
Judy Koren

Greta Thunberg’s unapologetic and fierce commitment
for climate justice began when
she was only nine years old. The
New Yorker quoted Greta, saying, “they were always talking
about how we should turn off
lights, save water, not throw
out food.” She continued, “I
asked why and they explained
about climate change. And I
thought this was very strange.
If humans could really change
the climate, everyone would
be talking about it and people
wouldn’t be talking about anything else. But this wasn’t happening.”
Greta’s movement began
when she was 15 years old outside the Swedish parliament
building. Before a parliamentary election on September 9,
she did not attend school for
three weeks. Instead, Greta
sat in front of the parliament
building in protest for a radical
response to climate change. After the elections, Greta began
going to school, but only four
days a week. Each Friday, Greta
sat in front of the parliament
building, which is an action that
inspired millions of students
all over the globe to participate
in “Fridays for Future.” According to Fridays for Future
website, there have been 4,593
documented marches in 154
countries around the globe.
Greta grew up in Sweden,
a country regarded as a model
for environmental sustainability and activism to many people
from all over the world. Greta,
on the other hand, does not
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Staff Writer

view Sweden in the same light. In August 2018, Greta was interviewed by We Don’t Have
Time, a social network for climate action for the Twitter-owned site, Medium. The title,
“Sweden is not a role model,” argues what Sweden prides itself on, as The New Yorker
writes, the “most progressive climate legislation in the world.” Meanwhile, Greta watched
a debate between party leaders where they said it “made no sense” to curb Sweden’s emissions, “since [they] were such a role model.”
Greta cannot not understand how the party leaders were able to lie, and emphasized
that Sweden is not a role model. In fact, according to the World Wildlife Fund for Nature,
Sweden emits 11 tons of carbon dioxide per capita every year, ranking eighth in the world
for emissions. Greta claims, “We’re the ones who need help.” Among other bold comments,
Greta offers a reminder that when people think of “the future,” it does not go beyond
2050. By then, she will not have lived half of her life.
The New Yorker noted that for six years, Greta researched the climate crisis. As revealed in her TEDx talk in Stockholm, Greta was diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome,
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, and selective mutism at 11 years old. She attributes her
“uncanny ability to concentrate” to her autism. Greta highlights that she “see[s] the world a
bit different, from another perspective.” In fact, her autism serves as a “dual purpose;” Gre-

ta believes that “[her movement] not only calls
Days earlier in Katowice, Greta made a
attention to climate policy, but it showcases the smaller address seated between United Napolitical potential of neurological difference.”
tions-Secretary General António Guterres
The TEDx talk allowed for Greta to have and Executive Secretary Patricia Espinosa.
a platform that reveals her thoughts about the The speech, posted on the Friday’s For Fuglobal climate crisis through the eyes of someone turewebsite, points particularly to failures of
on the autism spectrum. “Everything is black or global political leaders. In fact, as Greta promwhite,” Greta says, for those with autism. Un- ised to motivate others to effect change where
like what society dubs as the “normal” people, change is necessary, she deemed the behavwho see the gray areas, Greta believes this makes ior of global leaders as “childlike.” She questhe “normal” the strange ones. When Greta dis- tioned the global pact towards climate justice,
covered the severity of the global climate crisis, wondering how it is possible to expect counshe emphasized, “no one even mentions it.” As tries like India, Colombia, or Nigeria “to care
this generation lives through the sixth mass ex- about the climate crisis if we, who already
tinction, Greta does not understand how it is have everything, don’t care even a second
rarely spoken of, given that this is the norm of about our actual commitments to the Paris
the global majority. This serves Greta’s idea that Agreement?” Throughout different public
those “on the spectrum” who see in black or addresses, Greta has one common theme:
white are in fact the normal ones.
questioning the capability of political leaders
Just four months after her first strike on the to create change, and ensuring that younger
steps of the Swedish Parliament building, Greta generations can make the change that current
impressed audience members, which included global leaders see as politically impossible.
COP24 President, Michal KurtyAfter lobbying for clika and United Nations Frame- “If humans could really mate justice and equity for
work Convention on Climate change climate, every- just seven months, news
Change (UNFCCC) Executive one would be talking broke that Greta ThunSecretary Patricia Espinosa, as
berg was nominated for a
about it and people Nobel Peace Prize. Time
she addressed the COP24plenary
wouldn’t be talking
session, the 24th conference of
reported that this nominaParties to the UNFCCC for two about anything else. But tion is in “recognition of
weeks, in Katowice, Poland. With this wasn’t happening. ” her work leading a youth
videos on Instagram posted by accampaign to halt climate
tivists such as Leonardo DiCaprio
change.” This nomination
and coverage from major global news networks comes after the release of TIME’s Most Inlike CNN, the speech sent Greta and her fight fluential Teens of 2018; Greta was named
for climate justice viral.
one of the 25 young influencers. Norwegian
Greta addressed world leaders and distin- parliamentary representative Freddy Andre
guished guests very directly, beginning with, Oevstegaard was one of the three Norwe“you only speak of green eternal economic gian lawmakers who submitted Greta’s name.
growth because you are too scared to be unpop- When asked why by Norwegian media outlet
ular.” Throughout the entirety of her address, VG, the representative said the climate crisis
she remained calm, only raising her voice a few “may be one of the most important causes
times. At COP24, some negotiations reacheded of war and conflict.” Oevstegaard continued,
an agreement, but others were reportedly tabled “the massive movement Greta has set in mountil next year, at COP25 in Chile.
tion is a very important peace contribution.”
Greta continued, adding, “You are not mature According to BBC, if Greta were to win this
enough to tell it like it is,” and suggested there is prestigious honor, she would be the youngest
no hope “until you start focusing on what needs recipient in Nobel history.
to be done rather than what is politically possiJust one month after Greta was nominated
ble.” She predicted they will ignore those who for the Nobel Peace Prize, she gave one of
advocate for climate justice again in the future, her most emotional speeches yet. Posted to
as they are doing now. Ending this viral address, Fridays for Future, the focus of her address
Greta fiercely stated that change is coming in front of the European Union Parliament
“whether you like it or not,” and that the “real in Strasbourg was the comparison of Earth
power belongs to the people.”
to a burning house. Greta urged everyone to

Thunberg outside of Swedish parliament
wiith the sign “school strike for climate”.
Photo Courtesy of Anders Hellbarg.

World Wildlife Fund for Nature

11 TONS
of carbon dioxide per
capita are emitted every
year by Sweden

“Unlike what society
dubs as the ‘normal’
people, who see the
gray areas, Greta believes this makes the
‘normal’ the strange
ones.”

Thunberg speaks on school strike for
climate in Berlin.
Photo Courtesy of C. Suthorn.
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“panic,” and went on to detail the devastating impacts of human intervention on
the environment due to climate change.
The audience and viewers around the
world saw a visible and powerful break in
the strong 16 year old, who had been lobbying and advocating for climate justice
and equity for less than a year.
Greta used a burning house to symbolize the destruction of our earth in order
to rationalize how rapid climate solutions
should be carried out. Greta claimed that
if it were someone’s own house burning
down, “we would not go on like we do today. You would change almost every part
of your behavior, as you do in an emergency.” Greta once again called out global
leaders for their inaction and lack of care,
pointing out that “you wouldn’t hold three
emergency Brexit summits and no emergency summit regarding the breakdown
of the climate” if anyone was serious
about creating change. This immediately
invoked an applause from the audience.
Greta also highlighted that it is “30
years too late” for the celebrations of little
change by pointing out the appraisal for
Ireland and Norway and their new climate
policies. Greta emphasized that these
celebrations are not enough. In order to
make sufficient change, we must “make
the best available science at the heart of
politics and democracy.” This is imperative to enable voters to understand the climate crisis and mitigate its effects.
BBC covered Greta’s impact on young
people from Denver, Colorado to the
Netherlands. Dubbed “the Greta Effect,” Haven Coleman, 13 years old and
the co-director of United States Youth
Climate Strike, was inspired by Greta to
risk her education and strike for climate
justice. U.S. Youth Climate Strike is also
directed by 16-year-old Isra Hirsi, daughter of Democratic congresswoman Ilhan Omar. Coleman stated that she was
invested in climate activism prior to the
school strikes, but Greta’s school strikes
are what inspired her to begin the same
movement in her own town.
In the Netherlands, 11-year-old Lilly
Platt is also taking a stand with Greta. According to BBC, Platt is more than ready
for change. She stated, “I’m in the generation that has to suffer through this.”
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Accompanied by her mother, Platt strikes on
Fridays for an hour with permission from her
school. In addition, she runs Lilly’s Plastic
Pick Up, a litter-picking campaign. Platt told
BBC that “informing people about single-use
plastic and how they can stop using it” is the
focus of her campaign.
During her TEDx talk, Greta asked many
questions that prompted shaking heads in the
audience. The following question: “are we
evil?” was followed with silence. After a few
long seconds, Greta responded with, “no of
course not.” After six years of research and
months of advocacy work, Greta believes
the climate issue has become the new norm
rather than a crisis because the “vast majority
doesn’t have a clue about the actual consequences of our everyday life.” In return, the
rapid changes required are not possible.
Afterall, Greta’s message always comes
back to the lack of attention surrounding the
existential crisis. A major theme throughout
her campaign and advocacy work is her utter confusion towards the lack of emphasis

around the global crisis that threatens
every species on the planet. Through it
all, Greta believes the world needs both
hope and action. Concluding her TEDx
talk, Greta stated, “everything needs to
change. And it has to start today.”
Contact Judy at judy.koren@student.shu.edu

Cover of Greta Thunberg’s 2019 Book.
Courtesy of WikimediaCommons.

Radical Russia: Examining the Rise of Islamic Extremism in Eastern Europe and
Beyond
Natalie Sherman Staff Writer
During the summer, I participated in a lan- lens of this worldview, one could identify
guage program at St. Petersburg Peter the Russia as a hotspot for conflict because of its
Great Polytechnic University. I arrived in Rus- sprawling borders.
sia with a knowledge of its culture and politiRussia borders East Asia, Central Asia, and
cal landscape, but while there, I learned much Eastern Europe; all different civilizations with
about how Russia’s political and social rhetoric differing worldviews. These borders are pois changing.
rous and have created a mixed society both
In Russia, I was confronted with difficult ethnically and mentally. Many people who
topics like antimigrant and nationalist politics live within Russia struggle to identify with the
that have grown steadily over the past few de- descriptor “Russian.” Even more struggle to
cades and are unlikely to disappear anytime recognize their own culture within the culture
soon. Reconciling these sentiments with the of their home country.
abundance of immigrants, foreign workers, and
The breakup of the Soviet Union further
foreign students who reside in St. Petersburg is contributed to these divisions. Central Asia is
difficult.
saddled with major economic problems and
I have never travelled to a
minimal social freedoms. It
country that did not have its “A significant por- is comprised of illiberal deown internal issues with race and
mocracies that suppress disethnicity, but in Russia the issue tion of ISIL fighters sent and fail to conform to
is evolving rapidly. These sentioriginally hailed international judicial norms.
ments have some historical basis,
Caucasia also suffered
but many Russians are currently from Central Asia through multiple ethnic
embracing their own brand of a
or the Caucus re- conflicts in the 1990s and
“Russia First” mentality.
early 2000s. Although the
gions.
”
Russia has a difficult history.
Russian government has
Many Russians are united by the
invested large amounts of
events they have witnessed within their life- money into regions such as Chechnya and
times. These shared experiences coupled with South-Ossetia, they are still recovering from
the complexity of Russia’s language, geography, such violent wars.
and legal system make it a very difficult place
Radio Free Europe notes that these regions
for outsiders to assimilate. It is even more dif- are also still dealing with the consequences of
ficult for those who come to Russia with their landmine proliferation that restricts citizens’
own cultural baggage and grievances.
movement and makes agriculture dangerous,
Under the Soviet system, all the former thereby leading to further economic stagnastates had a common trajectory, but now they tion.
are heading in different directions and must
Unsurprisingly, the youth of these regions
reckon with their own complex pasts. As the feels disenchanted with the state of their
former Soviet States attempt to rediscover their homelands and resentment towards Russia
cultural identities, it is only natural that they and the west at large. It is this disenchantment
fall prey to the fervor and extremity of reborn that has attracted many people from these renationalism and rediscovered religion. Such ex- gions to extremist Islam.
tremity will continue to stir violence both withExtremist Islam is a large threat to Russia
in and beyond Russia’s borders.
for many reasons. During the Soviet Union,
According to the Clash of Civilizations the- religion was discouraged, so there was a large
ory of ethnopolitical conflict, violence is more lapse in religious education among Muslims
likely to occur in parts of the world where dif- in the former Soviet States. This has led many
ferent civilizations brush shoulders. From the young people to radicalize via the internet or
by Wahabi and Salafi preachers.
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The Hermitage. Photo Courtesy of
Natalie Sherman.

The ceiling of the Hermitage Museum.
Photo Courtesy of Natalie Sherman.

Churchon Spilled Blood. Photo
Courtesy of Natalie Sherman.

Peter and Paul
Fortress.
Photo Courtesy of Natalie
Sherman.

In the paper Vulnerability and Resilience of
Young People in Kyrgyzstan to Radicalization, Violence and Extremism, the authors tell the story of
a young Kyrgyz man they refer to as KK. Prior to
radicalization, KK worked in kitchens throughout
Russia. While living in Moscow with his father, KK
converted to Islam and became active on social media. He saw videos from Syria on social media and
decided he wanted to go. Some friends gave him
information about secret ISIL message boards and
As detailed in Peter Pomerantsev’s book, “Nothing is soon after he bought a plane ticket to Istanbul.
True and Everything is Possible,” these preachers would colIn the paper, KK is quoted saying, “after watching those vidlect followers and convince them to become suicide bomb- eos, they told me that Muslims are suffering, Muslims need help.
ers and travel to Northern Russian cities. This led to many They are suffering. How can you identify yourself as a Muslim?
tragedies in Russia such as the Nord-Ost theater massacre Why are you not helping them?”
and similar bombings. Such events only deepened the divide
It was reported by the Henry Jackson Society that a signifibetween ethnic Russians and Muslims living within Russia cant portion of ISIL fighters, as well as many Islamic terrorists
and increased disenfranchisement among Russia’s migrant who committed terrorist attacks abroad, originally hailed from
population.
Central Asia or the Caucus region. Nearly four thousand fighters
The Eurasia Foundation states that “there are an esti- came from Russia and another five thousand came from Central
mated 14 million labor migrants in Russia each year, with Asia. Different studies blame these numbers on everything from
80 percent coming from the nine former Soviet states with a supposed “culture of violence” to discrimination the fighters
open visa regulations.” They fill a niche within the country’s experienced within their home countries.
service industry and stimulate the economies of their home
These ideas hold some truth, but the exact reason each incountries by sending money to their families. This seems dividual decided to go to Syria had more to do with their own
like a win-win scenario, but many of these workers, typically personal experiences. The fighters joining ISIL’s caliphate origyoung men, struggle to assimilate and end up living insular, inated from across the world, spoke many different languages,
antisocial lives.
came from every socio-economic back“Many come to major and
This factor, coupled with the daily disground.
crimination that many live with in Russia,
Now that the height of the conflict has
Russian cities to make
often drives immigrants to develop more
passed, there are many women and children
extreme religious views than those they money that they can re- who wish to return to their home countries.
previously held. These disgruntled work- turn to their families, but As detailed by The Foreign Policy Research
ers are easy targets of online radicals.
the leader of Chechnya, Ramzan
find life in Russia to be Institute,
Many such young men have also not
Kadyrov, agreed to allow many female Rusgained a proper religious education, so more difficult and lone- sian nationals and the children they had
upon their rediscovery, they become easy
lier than they had antici- conceived while married to ISIL fighters, to
targets for radical branches, particularly
return to the Caucus region.
pated.”
those that paint themselves as adversaries
One such woman was interviewed by
of the west.
The Guardian. She claims that she chose
Social disenfranchisement makes it
to return, knowing she would eventually
difficult to integrate and assimilate, especially for those of
face jail time, because she preferred jail to death of her children.
foreign races. Many come to major Russian cities to make The article also details some of her past, including a previous
money that they can return to their families, but find life in marriage before she moved to Syria. Her first husband was a
Russia to be more difficult and lonelier than they had antic- Dagestani separatist, the Russian state she first returned to beipated. This, along with dangerous and often illegal working fore moving to Chechnya because of constant surveillance from
and living conditions, drives many migrants within Russia to the Dagestani police.
live secretive and isolated lives.
This experience illustrates the risks of dormant conflicts and
The internet is often their only means of socializing and how individuals can travel amongst them. This idea arises within
predatory extremist groups await. Central Asian and Cauca- the concept of the “culture of violence” that many ISIL fighters
sian migrant workers were preyed upon when ISIL attempt- originated from. Many held a criminal record before becoming
ed to create a caliphate in Syria. It wasn’t difficult for extrem- extremists. They moved from small-scale local violence, or in
ists to convince men who already disliked Russia to fight this woman’s case, insurgency, to a global conflict.
against the Russian-backed al-Assad regime.
Ramzan Kadyrov, the current leader of Chechnya and for-
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mer political separatist, was appointed likely as an attempt at
bridging the gap between Chechens and Russians in the aftermath of the Chechen Wars.
Russian President Vladimir Putin came to power during the
unpopular first Chechen War, which many Russians view negatively. This conflict is largely seen as a final nail in the coffin
for the tumultuous political career of Putin’s predecessor, Boris
Yeltsin.
During these wars, Russia fell victim to many acts of terror
by Islamic radicals. Apartment complexes were bombed, theaters-goers held as hostages, and children murdered on their
first day of school. This era was a dark period for Russia and
current anti-Muslim sentiments in the country still draw back
to this time.
The trouble is that these anti-Muslim sentiments contributed
to the culture of discrimination and violence that pushed many
militants to Syria. The Institute for National Security Studies
illustrates how nations such as the United States do not give
Central Asian countries training on how to combat extremism
because when they do, this information is used instead to suppress protests and punish journalists.
The situation is a true catch-22 where the west would like to
inhibit the process of radicalization, but would have to support
the illiberal actions of these states in order to do so. In other
words, a chief cause of extremism in the region is growing more
severe, and there are few formal security measures in place to
prevent the populace from radicalizing.
Islamic terrorism will continue to threaten Russia for the
foreseeable future. Russia has many Muslim majority regions
and borders even more. Historical wars fought against Russia
coupled with recent economic stagnation places local populations at risk for radicalization.
Islamic extremism is often directed at great powers such as
Russia, the United States, and China because their far-reaching
cultures are perceived as suppressive. Russia is particularly at
risk because it occupies a region where western pressure collides
with influence from the Middle East.
Russia has the difficult tasks of attempting to retain sovereignty over people who do not view themselves as Russians, and
reckoning with the cultural angst that has arisen from the eco-

nomic failures and territorial disputes that resulted from the dissolution of the USSR.
Ethnic tensions within the region date as far back as the Russian
Empire in which many ethnically distinct people were forced to adopt
both the Russian language and Russia’s cultural customs. Ethnic tensions rose during the Soviet Era primarily due to food shortages such
as the Holodomor famine, and the perception that the Soviet Union
took care of the Russian SSR and ethnic Russians before all other
Soviets.
The breakup of the Soviet Union and the confusion that resulted for ethnic Russians living within other Soviet states, regions that
wanted independence but failed to attain it such as Chechnya and
Dagestan, and regions that found themselves belonging to one country while they identified as another such as the Tajiks within Uzbekistan, have further complicated this landscape of tension and conflict.
The trauma and disappointment of the collapse of the Soviet
Union and Russia’s rough transition into both capitalism and democracy has created a Russian state bent on protecting its own interests
before all others. Fareed Zakaria described how Russia has reemerged
as global player by using sharp power and regional influence to keep
its seat at the table to Foreign Affairs.
The inability of many Russian citizens to separate Islam from
Islamic extremism is prevalent both in private life and political life.
Movement of non-citizens, especially from Caucasia, Central Asia,
and the Middle East, is extremely limited and it is common place
to be asked for documentation. It’s just as common for them to be
stopped for an extra security check in the metro or even refused entrance into an establishment.
Russia must mitigate the risk of its dormant conflicts and the vulnerability of many people within and immediately outside its borders
to radicalization for its own security. Russia must also recognize that
discrimination and marginalization play a key role in an individual’s
radicalization process. Ensuring proper integration and protecting
the infringed rights of migrant workers in Russia has the potential to
reduce extremism and terrorism throughout the country as a whole.
Contact Natalie at natalie.sherman@student.shu.edu

The front of the Russian National Museum. Photo Courtesy of Natalie Sherman.

The African Union-United
States Partnership: America
Helping Africa Develop
Harshana Ghoorhoo

Staff Writer
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In March 2019, Seton Hall University’s School of Diplomacy and International Relations held its fourth spring break
African Union study seminar to Ethiopia. On the trip, a group of students had the opportunity to attend lectures and engage in conversations with high-ranking officials in the capital city of Addis Ababa.
These events included a talk with the U.S. Ambassador to the African Union, Mary Beth Leonard, and other officials at
the U.S. Embassy. Students also visited the headquarters of the African Union (AU), the only continent-wide organization
in Africa, and met with representatives from several of its departments.
Because of their experiences on the trip, the students gained a better understanding of how the U.S.-AU partnership
operates, what makes this collaboration so vital, and how it advances the AU’s agenda of peace and security as Africa develops and conducts international outreach.
As Africa’s only continental union to include all 55 African countries, the AU has become a vital point of contact for
those attempting to create partnerships on the continent. The motives of those attempting to create these partnerships can
range from providing humanitarian assistance to forging trade relations with African nations.
During the different lectures, students were taken through the history of the AU and how it transitioned from creating
these partnerships to expanding on them a global scale.
The African Union has origins in its predecessor, the Organization of African Unity (OAU), which was established in
1963. Launched by Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie with 32 founding member states, the OAU’s principal goals were
promoting of unity and solidarity among African states, safeguarding the sovereignty and territorial integrity of member
states, and obliterating colonization and apartheid from the continent.
As the continent evolved throughout the 1990s, African leaders debated the need to amend the OAU’s structures to
combat the challenges of a changing world. Consequently, OAU Heads of States called for the establishment of a new
African Union in the 1999 Sirte Declaration, and following multiple amendments, the organization was finally launched in
2002. While some of the goals of the AU were the same as the OAU, the new organization promised to be significantly
different in its mission.
According to BBC News, the Executive Council of the AU substituted the old OAU principle of non-interference,
which prevented the OAU from intervening in any manner in member states, with one of “non-indifference,” which
authorizes the AU to deploy its military forces to member states where genocide and crimes against humanity are being
committed.
It also allows the establishment of peacekeeping missions across the continent, such as the ongoing African Union Mission to Somalia (AMISOM). This change in doctrine gives the AU access across national borders in order to deter terrorist
activities and prevent genocide crimes.
With most African states having achieved independence and South Africa ending its apartheid regime in 1994, the mandate to rid the continent of colonization and apartheid has expanded to include the protection of human rights.
Today, the AU addresses issues of promoting African economic development, integration, and democratic principles
and institutions. According to the African Union website, the AU is navigated by its vision of “an integrated, prosperous
and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in the global arena.”
Recently, the AU has created strategic partnerships with a number of partners on a continent-to-continent basis and
continent-to-country basis. The African Union says that regional organization (continent-to-country) partnerships include
accords with the European Union and South America Cooperation Forum, while continent-to-country based partnerships
include the African Union Commission, United States of America High-Level Dialogue, and the Forum on China-Africa
Cooperation.
These partnerships have evolved from donor-recipient relationships to mutually beneficial ones wherein the interests of
both parties concerned are promoted.
Among these various partnerships, the AU-U.S. relationship remains highly influential, as the U.S. plays a significant role
in helping the AU advance its agenda. During a lecture at the U.S. Embassy, Ambassador Leonard spoke about the AU
vision and how the United States aims to help Africa take control of its economic and political future.
Ambassador Leonard said that this can be achieved through the dissemination and amalgamation of best practices
across the four pillars of U.S. focus in the AU: peace and security, democracy and governance, economic development, and
economic opportunity.
The U.S. has been an important partner to the AU since the organization’s beginning. It was the first non-African
country to establish a separate diplomatic mission to the AU, the U.S. Mission to the African Union (USAU), which
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African Tribal Arts in the African Union. Photo Courtesy of
Jarrett Dang.

opened in December 2006. According to
the USAU website, the primary purpose
of the mission is to collaborate with the
AU to advance the four pillars of focus,
which the U.S. believes to be vital to the
development of Africa.
The AU and U.S. held an inaugural
high-level meeting in 2010 as a platform
to bring together ministerial-level officials. To further strengthen their working
relationship, the African Union Commission (AUC) and United States Department of State signed a Memorandum of
Understanding in 2013. This document
formalized cooperation on issues pertaining to the four pillars.
In recent years, the USAU has been
working steadily to promote the pillar
dealing with peace and security. Ambassador Leonard explained that American
support for peace and security includes
assistance programs wherein the U.S.
helps stabilize regions of conflict and
prevents the spread of terrorism.
Ethiopia, the largest force contributor
in Africa, is a major partner in the U.S.’s
mission to help to stabilize East Africa.
The U.S. also provides training in technical, military, health, human rights, and
organizational management fields. The
Ambassador also described the status
of security cooperation with Ethiopia as
“wonderful,” and said that “the amount
of security cooperation has doubled
since last year.”
The PSC, which is the main pillar of
the African Peace and Security Architecture, decides on matters relating to peace
and security in Africa and works in partnership with international associates, of
which the U.S. is the most important.
Given the increased complexity of

conflict drivers and the transnational impact of armed conflicts in Africa, cooperation between U.S. military forces and
the PSC is essential in effectively halting
the spread of terrorism and ethnic conflict.
According to the United States Africa
Command (AFRICOM), the U.S. Army
Africa’s main objectives are to strengthen the land force capabilities of African
states, execute missions, and perform
well-structured actions to establish a safe
environment and protect the national security interests of the United States.
In providing military support, the U.S.
helps the AU advance its agenda of creating a protection sphere around African
citizens and ridding the continent of ethnic violence and terrorism.
Undoubtedly, an important component of the partnership is bringing mutual benefits for both partners. Where the
AU benefits from funds and the diffusion
of knowledge to its various departments,
the U.S., alongside completing humanitarian work, also preserves its national
security interests and trading capacity
with Africa.
Within the field of peace and security,
the U.S. and AU collaborate on four main
missions along with other support mechanisms. These include the AU-mandated
AMISOM, the Multinational Joint Task
Force in Nigeria, the 2016-2030 Maputo
Plan of Action, and the G-5 Sahel Joint
Force Missions.
AFRICOM also revealed that the U.S.
provides more than $1.2 billion in support of AMISOM as well as providing
troop equipment, advisory support to
tackle terrorist groups, and guidance on
how to handle political processes. Another mechanism that the U.S. supports
is the Continental Early Warning System
(CEWS), which regularly scans and assesses vulnerabilities across the continent
to predict potential conflicts.
Along with these measures, the U.S.
and Ethiopia conducted a military exercise called the “Justified Accord” (JA) in
July 2019 to promote cooperation and
partnership between the two countries.
APO Group-Africa Newsroom reports that the U.S. Military, in partnership with the Ethiopia National Defense

Force, militaries from 13 countries including France and the United Kingdom,
and international organizations such as
the United Nations (UN) and the AU,
participated in the JA in 2019.
The exercise was specifically designed
to improve the potential of staff members and the capacity of African forces in peacekeeping operations to better support the AU Mission to Somalia
(AMISOM). Around 1,100 military and
government personnel participated in the
exercise, and the U.S. government added
nearly $6 million to the Ethiopian economy because of the exercises.
U.S. support for the AU’s peacekeeping efforts has helped develop the organization’s efforts. However, a review of
the PSC reveals restrictions pertaining to
its capabilities.
According to Ambassador Leonard, the African Standby Force (ASF), a
mechanism set in place for responding to
crises, is not yet fully operational. Because
of high levels of corruption and a lack of
accountability, the PSC lacks transparency and the capacity to implement flexible
solutions. In other words, the AU peacekeeping architecture is incompatible with
Africa’s current security climate.
The Ambassador further explained
that the levels of risk and casualties are
elevated and money assurances remain
unguaranteed. As such, some proposed
themes of reform are to get the world to
finance more of the cost regularly, provided the AU is able to show that it is
financially responsible.
Additionally, to agree on predictable
financing, African states should show
more interest in issues relating to peacekeeping and military assistance, and be

Seton Hall students outside of the ruin of the
Ancient Royal Palace in Gondar City. Photo
Courtesy of Jarrett Dang.
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Seton Hall students at an African village. Photo courtesy
of Harshana Ghoorhoo.

held accountable for how the money is
used through monitoring and anti-corruption boards.
Another pillar of the AU that the U.S.
supports is economic growth, trade, and
investment. Pren-Tsilya Boa, an economic officer at the U.S. Embassy in Ethiopia,
gave a briefing on the economic aspect of
the U.S. and AU partnership.
Another American aim is to create an
environment in Africa that will bolster
trade incentives and promote business
overseas. Boa further mentioned that the
continent will have the largest youth democracy by 2030, and that there should be
an unwavering focus on areas of opportunity for the youth.
American engagement also aims to
promote innovation and technology, as
it seeks to attract high-tech companies to
Africa and increase investment in the continent. These initiatives are meant to build
African capacity to export to America, and
create an ecosystem where there are viable
businesses in Africa to carry out trade with
the United States, which will in turn allow
for the expansion of the African market
and increased productivity.
Trade opportunities between the U.S.
and Africa are highly influenced by the
African Growth and Opportunities Act
(AGOA), an American law. According to
the International Trade Administration,
the AGOA was signed into law in May
2000 by U.S. President George H.W. Bush
to offer tangible incentives for African
countries to pursue economic expansion
and the creation of free markets.
The trade program also enables eligible African countries to export a series of
goods, duty-free, to the U.S. This creates an
ecosystem where there are viable businesses in Africa to do trade abroad. According
to the Office of the United States Trade
Representative, AGOA imports for 2017
were estimated around $13.8 billion.
The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) says that the U.S. Administration works in close collaboration with
sub-Saharan African countries, overseen
by the USTR’s Office of African Affairs,
to promote economic development and
provide U.S. businesses with incentives to
do trade. Research conducted by the Office
of African Affairs reveals that the U.S. and
sub-Saharan countries traded $39 billion

worth of goods in 2017.
Today, within the sphere of economic development, it is unavoidable
to talk about trade and market development in Africa without mentioning the
African Continental Free Trade Area
(AfCTFA).
The New York Times reports that
in July 2019, African heads of state
gathered together to launch a new continent-wide free trade area. It aims to
create a single market in an attempt to
revolutionize the African market and
create opportunities for Africa’s 1.3 billion citizens.
U.S. economic officer Boa spoke of
the AfCTFA as the AU’s top trade initiative, which will undoubtedly attract
foreign markets and promote intra-African trade. This will also call for more
complex goods to be produced in order
to increase the money inflow, as there
is a need to introduce more advanced
goods in the supply chain for the foreign market to expand.
Under the framework of the AfCTFA, USAU held the U.S.-Africa Trade
and Investment Forum to facilitate
engagement between the U.S. government, the American private sector,
and African counterparts. Economic
growth, trade, and investment are a priority of USAU, with the pillar focus accounting for 34 percent of the overall
initiatives put forth by the Mission.
While the importance of a U.S. presence in Africa cannot be overlooked,
other countries have deepened their interest in Africa and have allocated considerable resources to the continent’s
development.
According to the European Commission, the European Union (EU) and
International Monetary Fund (IMF)

have partnered to invest 10 million euros
to provide technical assistance and capacity building to Africa. BBC Newssays
that China paid for a new African Union
Headquarters in Addis Ababa in Ethiopia at a cost of $200 million.
However, certain critics believe that
China is attempting to extend its economic influence in the continent in order to gain access to the continent’s resources. A report by Al Jazeera states that
Western governments like the U.S. and
UK view China’s involvement in Africa
as a cause for concern.
According to them, China is exploiting oil-rich countries like Sudan by gaining the favor of incompetent and corrupt
governments while consequently being
labeled as a trade opportunist. Nonetheless, African countries seem to trust China because it does not have a prior record
of colonial interests in Africa.
According to Ambassador Leonard,
while each partnership has its own funding agendas and mechanisms, USAU uses
an approach based mostly on interactions, as can be seen through the training
and know-how assistance it provides to
the continent in collaboration with African counterparts.
The resource and training assistance
that the U.S. provides helps strengthen
the four pillars of focus around which
its partnership with the African Union
revolves. Ultimately, U.S. partnerships
in Africa are an essential component in
helping the continent gain stature on the
world stage, pushing internal economic development, and achieving a better
quality of life.
Contact Harshana at harshana.ghoorhoo@
student.shu.edu

BRICS: Unstable Global Economy Forces
Investors to Flee Emerging Markets
Luisa Chainferber Senior Correspondent
The pace of global economic growth
reached its lowest level in three years,
reports The World Bank. According to
this financial institution, large emerging
markets failed to attain expected levels
of international trade and investment,
despite forecasted growth in these markets for 2020.
Additionally, the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development
reported a fall in overall global flows of
foreign direct investment (FDI). The
funds amounted to $1.3 trillion, which is
the worst level since the last global financial crisis in 2008.
In response, world leaders expressed
concerns for the global economy during
the G20 Summit in Osaka that took
place in June, reports the Guardian.
These leaders pressed Xi Jinping, President of the People’s Republic of China, and United States president Donald
Trump to finalize a trade deal, given that
trade tensions between these two countries have a significant impact for the
global economy.
With a weaker global economy, the
outlook for large emerging markets, including China, Brazil, Russia, and India
has worsened.
For example, Chinese economic data
from June reinforced the evidence of a
domestic slowdown, says the Wall Street
Journal. The statistics on industrial output and investment almost violate the
government’s 6 percent bottom line
for growth. Larry Hu, an economist at
Macquarie Group in Hong Kong, said
“it seems like all of China’s economic
drivers are losing steam, from exports to
property.” Mr. Hu also noted that previous stimulus measures did not increase
infrastructure investment.
Consequently, China’s economic
growth will most likely decrease in incoming years, according to the South
China Morning Post. Fitch Ratings, a
global rating agency, forecasted a slowdown in China’s growth from 6.2 percent this year to 5.8 percent in 2021. The

20

agency also suggested that the Chinese banking
system lacks the ability to provide lending at a
scale that would boost economic growth.
This 6.2 percent figure, reported by China in mid-July as its second quarter growth,
represents the slowest year-to-year quarterly
growth rate in the past 27 years, reports CNBC.
With already concerning debt levels, if China
continues to use debt to provide economic
stimulus as it did in the past, its debt situation
will become even worse.
Other factors also serve as indicators of a
slowdown, reports Foreign Affairs. An aging
population, lower birth rate, slowing global
economy, and rising wages challenge the Chinese economy. Together, these factors hinder
Beijing’s ability to keep steady growth rates.
Ultimately, this Chinese slowdown weakens
the global economy, says the New York Times.
Countries like Germany and Australia now
show signs of weakness due to increasing supply chain costs, decreasing exports, and geopolitical risk. Many multinational companies are
postponing capital spending due to U.S. tariffs
on Chinese goods.
Brazil, another large emerging market, serves
as another example of lower growth expectations, according to The BBC. Even though a
Bloomberg poll from last year classified Brazil
as one of the top bets for foreign exchange,
stocks, and bonds, the country’s fiscal deficit
hampers economic growth and increases pressure for liberal reforms.
Nonetheless, the vote from the lower house
of Congress in favor of the pension reform recently raised investors’ confidence, reports the
Financial Times. This bill would give the Brazilian government a total savings of
roughly $250 billion in the next
ten years through the increase
in the minimum retirement age
and other rules that are more demanding for retirement. If Congress approves this legislation, the
next step for investors would be a
tax reform.
Currently, Brazil’s pension
funds are one of the major factors responsible for the country’s
unsustainable public debt levels,

says Bloomberg. Without a change, Brazil
will not be able to grow to the levels that
the market would expect. Thus, the reform
would likely open the door for new changes, including a possible interest rate cut.
Despite optimism surrounding pension
reform, many economists attest that this reform alone cannot generate growth, as Reuters reports. Issues like a high unemployment rate and low consumer confidence
remain. William Jackson, a chief emerging
markets economist at Capital Economics,
stated that while pension reform is important, “many of the other factors that are
holding back growth in Brazil are unlikely
to fade any time soon.”
Yet, the recent free trade agreement between Mercosur and the European Union
(EU) may provide Brazil some relief. According to the Rio Times, the agreement
will increase Brazil’s gross domestic product (GDP) by $87.5 billion and expand
foreign investment in Brazil by $113 billion
over the next 15 years.
In addition, Brazilian industrial products
will become more competitive in Europe
as these products will no longer face EU
tariffs. However, agricultural products like
ethanol, sugar, and meat will face importing
quotas.
Meanwhile, the Russian public expressed
dissatisfaction with their economy, reports
The Moscow Times. Alexei Kudrin, head
of the Russian Chamber, admitted that
Russia suffers from falling living standards
and widespread poverty. “We are in a state
of economic stagnation that doesn’t lend
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itself to optimism,” he stated.
Nevertheless, real GDP growth exceeded expectations in 2018, according to the
Russia Economic Report from the World
Bank. The report forecasted growth of
1.2 percent in 2019 but cited risks for medium-term growth such as the possibility
of harsher economic sanctions, lower oil
prices, and the financial instability in other
emerging markets.
To counter these risks, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed a decree in
May 2018 to modernize the economy,
reports the Global Times. The decree
hopes to transform Russia into one of
the top five economies in the world by
2024 through structural changes and investment in technology. In a live call-in
session, Mr. Putin suggested that Russia
needs to strengthen its economy to ensure
its status as a global power.
However, if Russia decides to increase
its expenditure on foreign policy goals so
it can claim global power status, there will
be less funding for domestic changes and
investments that can create growth.
Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev recently endorsed efforts to boost
economic growth, says TASS,a major
news agency in Russia. During a national development goals meeting, the Prime
Minister stated that while external factors
slowed the economy, the government
must take actions to reduce these risks so
that Russia’s growth can exceed the global
average.
However, the country may lack FDI
that can sponsor growth. Russia Matters,
a research project conducted by Harvard
Kennedy School’s Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, reported
that after Russia’s annexation of Crimea
in 2014, FDI dropped to $8.8 billion in

2018 due primarily to
fewer investments from
Western countries.
The research also
mentions that despite
strong trade ties with
Russia, China is not investing enough to balance
its lack of western funds.
Chinese investors struggle to find returns on the
Russian market. In consequence, unless there are
major policy changes and
more protections for investors, Russia will
likely see even less FDI.
In the meantime, India may have the
brightest outlook of all emerging markets. Although the International Monetary Fund (IMF) reduced India’s growth
expectations for the next three years due
to “softer underlying momentum,” the institution presumes that India will remain
the fastest growing economy in the world
with a 7.3 percent real GDP growth, reports the Economic Times.
Nevertheless, India failed to reach its
expected real GDP growth for the first
quarter of 2019. According to Trading
Economics, India’s real GDP growth
grew only 5.8 percent until last March.
For this first quarter, the market expected
a growth of 6.3 percent.
Additionally, there are other important
concerns for the Indian economy. While
the United Nations forecasted India’s
population will outgrow China’s by 2024,
the country struggles with jobless growth,
a macroeconomic circumstance in which
a high unemployment rate accompanies
growth. In fact, the unemployment rate
in India recently reached a 45-year record
high.
In consequence, an IMF article recommended labor market reforms to keep the
economy growing. India has a growing
working-age population that represents
two thirds of the total population but its
per capita income is far lower than other
large emerging markets, including China, Brazil, and Russia. As such, the government should eliminate outdated and
restrictive labor laws so it can increase
female labor force participation and stimulate formal employment.
In response to these pressures, India
outlined plans to meet its goal to become

a $5 trillion economy, reports the Voice
of America. Indian Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman emphasized the need to
invest in infrastructure, technology, and
job creation. As the economy loses momentum, the government seeks to create
growth with a model similar to China’s;
more investment, savings, and exports.
Ultimately, emerging markets’ common
challenges can slow the global economy,
according to the Global Economic Prospects report from the World Bank. The
report makes a warning against the significant increases in government debt in
these markets.
Last year, the debt-to-GDP ratio for
these economies was 51 percent of GDP
on average. While low global interest rates
soften the risk of debt, the World Bank
recommended a balance between using
these lower rates and avoiding too much
debt.
Moreover, the report predicts that investment in emerging markets for the
next three years will continue to reach the
lowest levels ever recorded. Under these
circumstances, the World Bank expects
limited growth and more difficulties in the
path to reach the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.
How can emerging markets respond
to these challenges? The IMF’s World
Economic Outlook suggested that fiscal
policy should reduce debt levels and that
government spending should prioritize
infrastructure and social purposes. Additionally, macroeconomic policies should
provide capital and liquidity in order to
offset possible changes in global portfolios.
Meanwhile, in the larger picture, the
IMF recommended that countries lessen
trade and technology tensions in addition
to uncertainties concerning existing trade
agreements. Through adaptation, reforms,
and rules regarding new fields like digital trade, multilateral institutions like the
World Trade Organization can provide
relief to the world economy by stabilizing
expectations and regulations regarding international trade.
Contact Luisa at luisa.chainferber@student.
shu.edu
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